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Abstract: In numerous economic scenarios, contracting parties may not have a clear
picture of all the relevant aspects. A contracting party may be unaware of what she
and/or others are entitled to determine. Therefore, she may reject a contract that is too
good to be true. Further, a contracting party may actively exert cognitive effort before
signing a contract, so as to avoid being trapped into the contractual agreement ex post.
In this paper, we propose a general framework to investigate these strategic interactions
with unawareness, reasoning and cognition and intend to unify the solution concepts in the
contracting context with unawareness. We build our conceptual framework upon the classical
principal-agent relationship and compare the behaviors under various degrees of the unaware
agent’s sophistication.
Keywords: unawareness; cognition; incomplete contracts; principal-agent relationship

1. Introduction
In numerous economic scenarios, contracting parties may not be aware of all aspects of relevant
actions. As a canonical example, consider the employee-employer contracting scenario. An employee
may be unaware of the possibility of obtaining some training to improve her productivity and may not
know ex ante that the employer could provide a poor retirement plan. Housing subsidies, childcare
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backup programs, additional research grant opportunities, dual-career consultation and expected
administrative and committee work all may not be explicitly written in the contract. While confronted
with these unawareness issues and the potential exploitation by others, the strategic decisions of the
contracting parties critically depend on their sophistication. A naive contracting party may take the
contract offer as given and passively expand her view of the world to include all the terms in the contract
of which she was previously unaware. A more sophisticated contracting party may attempt to put herself
in the other party’s shoes to evaluate whether a proposed contract is a honest mutually beneficial deal,
a sloppy contract offered by a error-prone party or a trap intentionally set up to take advantage of her.
Further, a contracting party may actively exert cognitive effort before signing a contract in order to
compensate/overcome the asymmetric awareness.
When a contractual relationship involves such unawareness, reasoning and cognitive effort, the
optimal contract design (from the contract proposer’s perspective) becomes subtle. On the one hand,
since the contract follower (hereafter the agent) is not fully aware of all the aspects relevant to the
contractual relationship, the contract proposer (hereafter the principal) may strategically disclose only
a subset of relevant aspects in the contract at his own benefit. On the other hand, the intentionally
concealed information may make a sophisticated agent suspect that something may go wrong and take
some defensive counteraction, such as refusing the contract or actively gathering information. These
inherent economic trade-offs give rise to a number of interesting issues. Given a contract offer, how does
an unaware agent update her information? How does an agent rationalize the principal’s contract offer?
If a contract offer is not reasonable, how does the agent perceive and respond? How should the principal
design the optimal contracts based on the agent’s sophistication?
To address these issues, we construct a fairly general principal-agent model. As is standard in the
principal-agent literature, we assume that the agent’s actions are not observable, whereas all actions of
the principal are verifiable. However, the agent may be unaware of all the relevant aspects of the actions.
This unawareness is modeled by introducing the missing dimensions of the strategy set, which is akin to
the unawareness models of missing dimensions of the full state space (see [1–3]). By way of contrast,
the principal is fully aware of the entire strategy sets of both the principal and the agent and knows the
agent’s awareness. Since the agent may be unaware, the principal can determine whether to inform the
agent via the contract offers. This contract offer may serve as an eye-opener that broadens the agent’s
vision and allows the agent to get a better understanding of the entire picture.
Based on the framework above, we propose a number of solution concepts that account for various
degrees of the unaware agent’s sophistication. As a direct extension of the classical subgame perfect
Nash equilibrium to incorporate the agent’s unawareness, we first introduce the subgame-perfect solution
in which the agent updates her unawareness based on the principal’s contract offer. The novel feature
that arises from the agent’s unawareness is that there is room for the principal to determine what to
announce/include in the contract and which actions to implement in the aspects not specified in the
contract. Since the principal and the agent perceive different games, the principal’s contract offer may
not be optimal from the agent’s viewpoint. This is in strict contrast with the standard game theory
that assumes common knowledge of the game. This discrepancy creates room for various choices of
alternative solution concepts, as we elaborate below.
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The second solution concept we introduce is the justifiable solution. Under this solution concept, if
based on the agent’s investigation, the principal should have offered an alternative contract, the agent
suspects that something has gone wrong and, therefore, may reject the contract to avoid the potential
exploitation. The agent’s reasoning upon receiving a contract alters what the principal is able to offer,
thereby giving rise to an additional “justifiability” constraint on the principal’s side. The justifiable
solution is intended to capture the idea that an unaware agent may still be able to evaluate whether the
principal’s contract offer is “reasonable” (see [4,5] and, more fundamentally, [6]). It is also similar
to that of forward induction in game theory, as the subsequent player also reasons the former player’s
motivation upon observing the former player’s actions ([7,8]).
In the third solution concept, we intend to capture the idea that while confronted with a non-justifiable
contract, the agent believes that this contract may be unintended and simply result from the principal’s
mistake.1 In such a scenario, we can conveniently assume that from the agent’s perspective, a nonjustifiable contract results from the principal’s mistake with probability 1−ρ, and with probability ρ, this
non-justifiable contract is a trap set up by the principal. With these probabilities, the agent then decides
whether to accept the contract based on her expected utility, which leads to a trap-filtered solution. Note
that when ρ = 0, the agent is extremely confident that any non-justifiable contract should be attributed
to the principal’s mistake, and the trap-filtered solution degenerates to a subgame-perfect solution. On
the other hand, if ρ = 1, whenever she sees a non-justifiable contract, she perceives it as a trap, and
the trap-filtered solution coincides with the justifiable solution. Thus, the trap-filtered solution can be
regarded as a broader family of the solution concepts, and it nicely synthesizes all possible scenarios
regarding how the agent perceives the principal’s contract offer.
Finally, we investigate the scenario in which the agent is able to exert some effort to revise the belief
about ρ upon receiving a non-justifiable contract. This cognitive effort allows the agent to pull back from
being trapped into an intentional non-justifiable contract with the principal. As in [10], such cognitive
effort is definitely helpful for the agent, but it comes at a cost. The higher cognitive effort the agent
spends ex ante, the more likely she is able to identify a contractual trap given that there is indeed a trap.
Thus, the principal must take into account the agent’s cognitive effort and the possible consequences
upon designing the contract.2
Our main contribution is to provide a general framework that synthesizes a number of seemingly
unrelated solution concepts in [4,10–12], which allows us to investigate the interactions among
unawareness, reasoning and cognitive effort in the optimal contract design context.3 This framework
allows us to gain a deep understanding of the economic agents’ decision making while potentially
confronted with a contractual trap; additionally, through investigating the agent’s response, the principal
1

2

3

Researchers have documented experimental evidence that human beings inevitably make mistakes while choosing among
multiple options, even if they are fully aware that some options are better than the others; see, e.g., [9].
It is worth mentioning that based on our definition of the trap-filtered solution with cognition, the agent does not exert
cognitive effort, only if she sees a justifiable contract. In contrast, in [10], the agent will not exert cognitive effort, only
if the principal opens the agent’s eyes. Note also that in his framework, there is common knowledge of the game and
rationality. This implies that the equilibrium contract is always justifiable. Nevertheless, cognitive effort still occurs even
though justifiability is guaranteed. Please see Section 3 for details.
A unified methodology in games is examined in [13].
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can better design their contractual terms based on the economic implications generated in this paper. In
Section 4, we use a stylized employee-employer contracting example to demonstrate the similarities
and differences of those solution concepts. Through this example, we observe that the principal is
able to exploit the agent by offering a non-justifiable contract when the agent passively updates her
unawareness, but such an exploitation becomes impossible when the agent is able to reason how the
principal fares upon offering such a “too-good-to-be-true” contract. Further, if the agent may interpret
the non-justifiable contract as the principal’s mistake, this exploitation is more likely to occur when the
contractual traps are less common. The ability of exerting cognitive effort allows the agent to escape
from a potential contractual trap, and the agent exerts more cognitive effort when the trap is more likely
to happen.
Since we introduce the problem of unawareness in the principal-agent model, our paper is related
to the vast literature on the unawareness. [14–16] first discuss the unawareness issue formally,
and [17] show that it is impossible to model the non-trivial unawareness by using the standard state
space. Nevertheless, [1–3] circumvent this negative result. The shared feature of these papers is
that what is missing in the agent’s mind is not arbitrary points in the state space, but rather, a whole
dimension of it. We apply this idea to our contracting problems, as in [4,11,18]. Our principal-agent
framework extends the standard moral hazard model; see, e.g., [19–22]. Unlike the aforementioned
work, we incorporate the agent’s unawareness, which gives rise to the novel issue of whether the
principal should propose an incomplete contract. Further, our paper is also related to the literature on
contractual incompleteness: verifiability ([23,24]), signaling ([25–27]), explicit writing costs ([28,29])
and inadequate cognition ([10,30,31]).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the principal-agent
framework, and in Section 3, we propose a number of solution concepts and discuss the behaviors under
those solution concepts. In Section 4, we demonstrate the implications of these solution concepts in an
example. Section 5 concludes.
2. The Model
We consider a stylized principal-agent model at a fairly general level.
Strategies. Let SP and SA denote the sets of strategies of the principal (P ) and the agent (A),
respectively. To incorporate the possibility that each party may determine decisions in many dimensions,
1
N
here, SP ≡ A1P × . . . × AM
P and SA ≡ AA × . . . × AA with M , N < ∞. In the canonical employee
compensation example, the employer (the principal) may determine the compensation scheme that
comprises the fixed payment and the commission rate for the employee (the agent). The employer
may further determine other actions, such as the employee’s housing option or retirement benefit. These
decisions directly affect the utilities of the employer and the employee and are included in SP . On the
employee’s side, she may have discretion in determining how much effort to exert in completing the
project or whether to receive some external training that improves her productivity. The set, SA , includes
these decisions of the employee.
1
N
We use sP ≡ (a1P , . . . , aM
P ) and sA ≡ (aA , . . . , aA ) to denote the elements in the strategy sets of
the principal and the agent, respectively. Further, let S ≡ SP × SA with s ∈ S. To avoid technical
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difficulties, we assume that the set of strategy profiles, S, is finite.4 Given the strategy profiles, sP and
sA , the principal and the agent obtain utilities, uP and uA , respectively, where ui : S 7→ R, i ∈ {P, A}is
a mapping from the entire strategy profiles to a real-valued utility.5 If, eventually, the agent rejects the
contract, they receive the reservation utilities, uP and uA , that correspond to the utilities they obtain from
their outside options.
Unawareness. In contrast with the standard principal-agent models, we assume that the agent may
be unaware of all the relevant aspects she or the principal is entitled to choose. Along the line of the
modeling technique initiated by [3], let Di ≡ {A1i , A2i , . . .} denote the collection of all action sets of
party i, and D ≡ DP ∪ DA denotes the collection of all action sets of both the principal and the agent.
Let Wi (Wi ⊆ Di ) denote the set of action sets of i of which the agent is aware before contracting, where
i ∈ {P, A}. Thus, W ≡ WP ∪ WA represents the collection of action sets of which the agent is aware.
We assume that the principal is fully aware of the entire set of strategy profiles, S, and knows the agent’s
awareness (i.e., W ). In this sense, the principal is omniscient: he has a clear picture of the economic
environment, and he knows precisely the agent’s preference and what the agent is aware of.6
Since the agent may be unaware, the principal can determine whether to inform the agent via the
contract offers. This contract offer may serve as an eye-opener that broadens the agent’s vision and
allows the agent to get a better understanding of the entire picture. Obviously, the principal must indicate
in the contract the corresponding actions that the agent is aware of (i.e., W ); additionally, the principal
might announce actions of which the agent is unaware. We use V ≡ VP ∪ VA to represent the collection
of action sets that are mentioned in the contract of which the agent is unaware. The set, V , can be
interpreted as the principal’s strategic announcement to alleviate the agent’s unawareness.
Contract. We can now formally define a contract offered by the principal. In the following, we use
the notation, ×X, to denote the Cartesian product of all action sets in X ⊆ D, i.e., ×X ≡ ΠY ∈X Y.
A contract is a vector, ψ(V ) ∈ ×(W ∪ V ), where V ⊆ D \ W .7 Note that ψ(V ) specifies all actions
that the agent is aware of after observing the contract. Let ψ(V ) ≡ (ψP (V ), ψA (V )), where ψi (V )
is composed only of party i’s actions. Following the literature that incorporates unawareness into the
contracting framework, we assume that whenever the principal announces some actions of which the
4

5

6

7

In this way, the games will be finite, as well. The existence of a solution (under the appropriate solution concepts) can be
easily established following the classical game theory literature.
Notably, the general formulation here allows for uncertainty of outcomes. Whatever uncertainty there is regarding the
outcome of a contract is assumed to be incorporated into the utility function, the utility should be viewed as the expected
utility, with respect to a probability (assumed to be commonly known) on the contingencies. Of course, the agent may in
general be unaware of some relevant contingencies, but here, we assume that the agent’s unawareness is solely on actions.
It is possible to extend our analysis to the case in which the principal is only partially aware, following the approach
developed in [12]. Since our focus is on the impact of the agent’s sophistication on the optimal contract design, we
exclude the possibility of the principal’s unawareness. Moreover, the situation where the principal is uncertain about
the agent’s awareness and, therefore, screens the agent’s awareness is studied by [11] in the single-task optimal contract
setting and [32] in the multi-task linear contract setting.
The order of the elements is based on the following rule: The action sets of the principal precede the action sets of the
agent, and ∀i, Aki precedes Ali , if and only if k < l. For example, if W ∪ V = {A2A , A3P , A1P }, then × (W ∪ V ) ≡
A1P × A3P × A2A .
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agent is unaware, the agent is able to understand the contract immediately and adjust her awareness to
account for the additional aspects specified in the contract; see, e.g., [4,5,11].
We can now define the contract completeness based on the above notion:
Definition 1. A contract, ψ(V ), is incomplete in party i’s strategy if Wi ∪ Vi 6= Di , where i ∈ {P, A}.
By definition, a contract is incomplete in party i’s strategy if it does not specify the complete welfarerelevant actions that party i can select.8 We say a contract, ψ, is incomplete if ψ is incomplete in either
the principal’s or the agent’s strategy. Given a contract, ψ(V ), the agent’s effective strategy, denoted
by sA (V ), is confined within ×(WA ∪ VA );; likewise, sP (V ) ∈ ×(WP ∪ VP ) corresponds to a feasible
strategy profile for the principal from the agent’s perspective. In general, s(V ) ≡ (sP (V ), sA (V )) is an
incomplete strategy profile, since it is composed of the actions only in the agent’s mind. The larger the
set V is, the more dimensions the vector s(V ) has.
Although an incomplete contract does not specify the complete utility-relevant actions/obligations,
it provides clear instructions of actions in some dimensions (Wi ∪ Vi for party i). If the actions are
observable and are written in the contract, they are perfectly enforceable. Moreover, only these actions
are enforced. In legal language, this corresponds to the extreme legal environment in which there are no
mandatory or default rules in any dimension of parties’ actions. The role of the court is passive in that it
treats a written contract as complete and, thus, forbids all extrinsic evidence to clarify the ambiguity in
the contract on the unspecified dimensions of actions.9
Rule-guided behavior. Since the contract is allowed to be incomplete, if ψ(V ) is incomplete in the
agent’s strategy, the agent can determine the actions specified in the contract accordingly, and she must
“choose,” subconsciously, the actions of which she is unaware. In this paper, we assume that if the agent
is unaware of some aspect, AkA ∈
/ WA ∪ VA , after observing the contract, she subconsciously chooses her
k
/ WP ∪ VP , the agent subconsciously assumes that
default action āA in this aspect. Likewise, for AkP ∈
k
the principal will choose the default action, āP . Since it is subconscious choice, it is natural to assume
that the default action is unique. For example, if the agent may be unaware of playing “Second Life” in
her office, the default action in this dimension is simply not playing it. If the agent may be unaware that
the principal can delay the salary payments, the default action of the principal is not to delay them.
Let us elaborate more on the interpretation of the default actions. As the agent is unaware of AkA , the
default action, ākA , is chosen subconsciously based on her rule-guided behavior rather than her rational
calculation. As in [34,35], the rule-guided behavior is orthogonal to the conscious process; the rule
simply decodes the contractual situation facing the agent and gives an instruction, ākA , to the agent.
Since this rule is completely out of the agent’s mind, the agent simply follows the rule without even
noticing it. As an example, in the employee compensation problem, if an employee is unaware of the
8

9

It is worth mentioning that [10] interprets contract completeness differently. Namely, he argues that a contract is more
complete if the agent exerts more cognitive effort before contracting. In contrast, in our paper, a contract is incomplete if
it does not specify all the utility-relevant actions.
This coincides with the Willistonian or “textualist” approach, which argues that the contract is the only document that the
court can use to determine the plain meaning of the contracting parties. In a nutshell, the court enforces only the letter,
but not the spirit of the contract. See [33].
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possibility of obtaining some training to improve her productivity, she may simply ignore the training
without any contemplation. In such a scenario, receiving no training is her default action in this aspect.
The agent’s unawareness is also reflected in how she perceives what the principal would do and how
her own utility is affected. If the agent is unaware of AkP (i.e., AkP ∈
/ WP ∪ VP ), the agent subconsciously
k
takes for granted that the principal should choose āP and, subconsciously, takes this default action, ākP ,
into her own utility function. In this sense, the agent’s conjecture of the principal’s choice in the aspect
she is unaware of is not based on rational expectation, but rather, on her rule-guided perception. This
rule-guided perception can be regarded as a subconscious hypothesis in the agent’s mind. The agent is
unaware that this hypothesis could be wrong. In the example of the employee compensation problem,
if the employee is unaware that her employer could remove the housing option, then the employee may
contemplate whether to accept the contract as if the housing option is still inclusive. The employee’s
decision is based on this hypothesis, which may be wrong if ex post the employer does not provide the
housing option.
C
In general, let us denote sC (V ) ≡ (sC
P (V ), sA (V )) ∈ ×(D \ (W ∪ V )) as the action profile that the
agent is unaware of, where the superscript, C, stands for “complement”. The complete strategy profile,
s = (s(V ), sC (V )), is composed of both the strategy profiles in and out of the agent’s mind. If the
principal indeed chooses the default action in the aspects that the agent is unaware of, the strategy profile
k
then satisfies that sC
P (V ) consists of only default actions, aP . Define s(V ) ≡ (sP (V ), sA (V )) as this
special case. Note that the principal has the discretion to choose any feasible action in the aspect of
which the agent is unaware. Thus, the principal’s effective strategy space expands to the entire SP . For
example, if the obligation of an employer in the contract is only to fulfill the compensation level, then
nothing prevents the employer from offering a low retirement benefit or postponing the salary payment.
Perceived utilities. Given the aforementioned, the agent’s unawareness and rule-guided behavior
(and perception), we can then articulate how the agent evaluates a contract, ψ(V ). Let uVi : ×(W ∪V ) 7→
R, i ∈ {P, A}, denote the perceived utility function of party i from the agent’s viewpoint. From the
representation, the function, uVi , clearly depends on the strategy space, V , specified in the contract (and
the corresponding actions, s(V )). In the presence of the agent’s unawareness, we assume that:
uVi (·) ≡ ui (·, s̄(V )), i ∈ {P, A},
where ui : S 7→ R is the actual utility function of party i defined before. This reflects that the perceived
utility functions, uVi (·), are coherent with the actual utility functions, ui (·), where the missing variables
are completed by the default strategy profile, s̄(V ). Thus, the agent simply believes that the default
actions will be taken in the aspects she is unaware of and derives the corresponding (perceived) utilities
for herself and the principal.10 Since, in our context, the agent updates/expands the perceived utility
10

An alternative way to model the set of strategy profiles is to define a correspondence, M : 2S 7→ 2S , from an announced
subset of S, denoted by Y, to the updated action sets, M (Y ), in the agent’s mind after the principal’s announcement.
Note that M (Y ) = MP (Y ) × MA (Y ) specifies both the principal’s and the agent’s strategy sets. By this formulation, a
contract, ϕ = (ϕP , ϕA ), is an element in M (Y ).
This alternative model sounds more general and flexible. However, it is not convenient to model how the principal
deviates from his specified actions, ϕP , in the contract in a natural way. In fact, this deviation plays an important role in
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function to her actual utility, our notion follows the modeling strategy dating back to [36], where they
study a general equilibrium framework.
As is standard in the principal-agent literature, we assume that the agent’s actions are not observable,
whereas all actions of the principal are verifiable.11 Furthermore, we assume that the principal always
intends to have the agent accept the contract as opposed to opting for his outside option. A sufficient,
but crude, condition is that inf uP (s) ≥ uP , where uP corresponds to the principal’s reservation utility
s∈S

as aforementioned. On the other hand, the agent may be better off turning down the contract offer.
Specifically, if we define inf uA (s) as the agent’s worst-case utility level if she accepts the contract,
s∈S

this implies that inf uA (s) < uA . This assumption is adopted in the remainder of this paper. As we
s∈S

demonstrate later, this assumption simply rules out the trivial case in which the agent always accepts the
contract, even if the principal may deceive her.
3. Solution Concepts
In order to predict the behaviors of the principal and the agent, it is essential to define what decision
rules the principal and the agent should follow. In the terminology of game theory, these rules are
described by “solution concepts”. In the standard moral hazard model, in which every aspect is known to
both parties, we can conveniently adopt subgame perfect Nash equilibrium as the solution concept. Since
the game involves the agent’s unawareness, subgame perfect Nash equilibrium is no longer appropriate.
In the following, we first provide a preliminary discussion of the essential components and, then,
introduce a number of solution concepts that are suitable for the economic environments that involve
unawareness.
3.1. Preliminaries
Before introducing the solution concepts, we specify the timing in this contractual relationship as
follows: (1) The principal proposes the contract, ψ(V ); upon observing the contract, the agent updates
her awareness. (2) The agent decides whether to accept the contract. If not, the game is over, and both
parties receive their reservation utilities from the outside options. (3) If the contract is accepted, the
agent chooses sA and subconsciously implements sA (V ) in sC
A (V ); the principal chooses sP afterwards.
We now introduce some definitions regarding a contract offer. Since there might be some discrepancy
between the principal’s suggested actions and the realized actions, we define (ψ(V ), s) as a bundle.
Given the contract and the agent’s updated awareness, we can describe how the agent chooses her strategy

11

the problem of contractual traps. On the contrary, our modeling framework avoids this difficulty, since the principal can
freely choose any actions in the dimensions of which the agent is unaware, whereas the principal has to fulfill the actions
in the dimensions in the contract of which the agent is aware.
This may not be appropriate in certain scenarios, but modifications are straightforward. For example, if all actions are
verifiable, the strategy of the agent can be directly written into the contract and enforceable. Since the principal can
directly control the agent’s actions, whether the agent is aware or not does not matter.
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and whether to accept the contract or not. As in the standard principal-agent problems, the choice of the
agent in the contract must be incentive compatible (IC):
ψA (V ) ∈ arg max uVA (ψP (V ), ψeA (V )),

(IC)

eA (V )
ψ

where uVA (ψP (V ), ψeA (V )) on the right-hand side is the agent’s perceived utility of a specific strategy
profile, ψeA (V ) and ψP (V ) in the agent’s mind. The incentive compatibility constraint guarantees that
the strategy in the contract maximizes the agent’s (perceived) utility.
Furthermore, in order to induce the agent to accept the contract, the following individual rationality
(IR) constraint should hold:12
(IR)
uVA (ψ(V )) ≥ uA .
We can now define the set of feasible contracts.
Definition 2. A contract, ψ(V ), is feasible if it satisfies IC and IR. A bundle, (ψ(V ), s), is coherent if
ψ(V ) = s(V ) and sC
A (V ) = sA (V ).
The coherence of a bundle ensures that the principal’s realized actions are the same as his proposed
actions in the contract and the agent chooses the default actions in the dimensions she is not aware of.
Feasibility and coherence are required by all solution concepts in this paper.
3.2. Subgame-Perfect Solution
The first solution concept is the subgame-perfect solution, which essentially follows from the solution
concept in the standard principal-agent problem.
Definition 3. A bundle, (ψ ∗ (V ∗ ), s∗ ), is a subgame-perfect solution if the principal chooses V ∗ , ψ ∗ (V ∗ )
and s∗ that maximize uP s.t.ψ(V ) is feasible and (ψ(V ), s) is coherent.
To interpret the subgame-perfect solution, it is helpful to first review the procedure to obtain the
solution to a standard principal-agent problem. Without the issue of unawareness, this is done in two
steps. In the first step, the contract must satisfy the incentive compatibility and individual rationality
constraints (or collectively, the feasibility). In the second step, among the set of feasible contracts, the
principal must select the one that maximizes his (expected) utility. When the agent is unaware of some
aspects, there is room for the principal to determine what to announce/include in the contract. Thus
the information conveyed in the contract must be optimal from the principal’s perspective. Note that
since we have assumed that inf uP (s) ≥ uP , the principal strictly prefers to have the agent participate.
s∈S

Notably, as Aki is finite for all i and k, the game is finite as well. Thus, it is straightforward to obtain the
following theorem.

12

As a convention in the principal-agent models, if the IR constraint is satisfied, the agent is assumed to accept the
contract [37].
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Theorem 1. There exists a subgame-perfect solution.
The subgame-perfect solution can be regarded as a direct extension of the classical subgame perfect
Nash equilibrium to incorporate the agent’s unawareness. Recall that in a subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium, at each node of the game, a player simply ignores how she reaches the node. All what
matters is the future. Due to this subgame perfect feature, the game is solved by backward induction.
Here, the novel feature is the agent’s unawareness. Thus, the agent in our model must update her
unawareness based on the principal’s contract offer. The principal perfectly foresees the agent’s response
and, then, optimally determines the contract offer (and which set of actions to include in the contract).
However, because the principal and the agent perceive different games (due to the agent’s
unawareness), the agent may find the contract offer as suboptimal for the principal, even on the
equilibrium path. This is in strict contrast with the standard game theory that assumes the common
knowledge of the game. This discrepancy creates room for various choices of alternative solution
concepts, as we elaborate in the subsequent sections.
3.3. Justifiable Solution
In the subgame-perfect solution, a critical assumption is that the agent takes the contract offered
by the principal without thinking about whether the contract is indeed optimal for the principal. This
does not cause any problem if the agent were fully aware of all the aspects. Nevertheless, as assumed
in [4,5], an unaware agent may be reluctant to accept a contract if she believes that this contract is not
the best contract (from the agent’s viewpoint) among all the feasible contracts. This gives rise to the next
solution concept, namely, the justifiable solution. The idea of this solution concept is first introduced in
a framework of unforeseen contingencies by [4,5]. Before introducing the solution concept, let us first
define a justifiable contract.
Definition 4. A contract, ψ(V ), is justifiable if:
• it is feasible;
• ∀Ve ⊆ V , ∀ψ(Ve ) ∈ ×(W ∪ Ve ), ∀e
s(V ) ∈ ×(W ∪ V ), such that ψ(Ve ) is feasible and (ψ(Ve ), se) is
coherent, we have uVP (ψ(V )) ≥ uVP (e
s(V )).
According to the above definition, a contract is justifiable if the agent thinks that the principal indeed
proposes an optimal contract. Note that since this can only be verified after the agent considers every
possible contract that the principal would propose, an implicit assumption is that the agent is aware
that something may go wrong.13 Moreover, from the definition of a justifiable contract, the agent takes
into consideration her own best response for every given contract. Thus, she believes that the principal
can perfectly predict how she would behave (in the sense of subgame-perfect solution). This requires
higher-order reasoning on the part of the agent. Notably, since the agent has only limited awareness,
her calculation regarding the principal’s utility is based on the agent’s view of the principal’s utility (uVP )
rather than the principal’s actual utility (uP ) and may be incorrect.
13

Alternative models of awareness of unawareness are provided by [10,38,39].
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When the agent is able to think that the principal indeed offers his optimal contract, her participation
decision critically depends on whether the principal’s contract offer is “reasonable”. If based on the
agent’s investigation, the principal should have offered an alternative contract, the agent then suspects
that something has gone wrong and, therefore, feels deceived, due to her unawareness. In such a
scenario, whether the agent should accept the contract or not is determined by what utility she attaches
to the contract. As the principal offers a contract that is not reasonable, an extremely pessimistic agent
may assume the worst case scenario upon accepting the contract, which gives rise to the lowest utility,
inf uA (s). Since we assume that inf uA (s) < uA , the agent should reject the contract. Of course, the

s∈S

s∈S

agent might not obtain inf uA (s) when the contract is indeed a trap. However, since the agent does not
s∈S

know what the trap is—or, at least, the agent is unable to predict how the principal would behave given
a “unreasonable” contract offer—it is convenient to assume that in the agent’s mind, a contractual trap
leads to the worst-case utility, inf uA (s). The assumption that the agent knows her worst utility even if
s∈S

she is unaware can be justified by the limited liability of the agent.14 Thus, we explicitly assume both
pessimism and limited liability here.
One may argue that adopting the lowest utility level here is a special case of pessimism. In fact,
as long as we assume that the agent’s perceived utility, ZA , from a non-justifiable contract is worse
than her outside option, the agent will reject the contract anyway. Thus, the crucial assumption we
make here is that an agent is pessimistic about a non-justifiable contract. Alternatively, one may
consider the possibility that the agent can derive the worst possible outcome within her awareness, i.e.,
ZA =
inf
uVA (s (V )). This alternative scenario essentially makes no difference if the derived worst
sA ∈WA ∪VA

outcome within the agent’s awareness is also worse than her outside option.15
The modified sequence of events is as follows. (1) The principal proposes the contract, ψ(V ); (2)
the agent evaluates whether the contract is indeed the best interest of the principal; if not, she rejects the
contract immediately; (3) after the agent’s evaluation, if the contract is also optimal for the principal,
the agent decides whether to accept the contract; (4) if the contract is rejected, both parties obtain their
outside options; if it is accepted, the agent chooses sA and subconsciously implements sA (V ) in sC
A (V );
the principal then chooses sP .
We next define the justifiable solution.
Definition 5. A bundle, (ψ ∗ (V ∗ ), s∗ ), is a justifiable solution if the principal chooses V ∗ , ψ ∗ (V ∗ ) and
s∗ that maximize uP s.t. ψ(V ) is justifiable and (ψ(V ), s) is coherent.
In a justifiable solution, we impose, on top of standard individual rationality and incentive
compatibility constraints, the justifiability constraint on the principal’s side. As the key difference
between the subgame-perfect and justifiable solutions, this justifiability ensures that the principal offers
the contract that is optimal for him based on the agent’s calculation, and it significantly restricts the
14
15

For example, for an investor, the worst outcome is zero return, which is usually known by the investor.
Note that this alternative scenario has its own issue. Facing a non-justifiable contract, the agent is aware that something
may go wrong and, therefore, she knows that her awareness is limited. Thus, it is no longer plausible that the agent still
employs the derived worst outcome and uses this to compare with her outside option.
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principal’s choice of contract in order to induce the agent’s participation. The existence of a justifiable
solution can be easily established.16
Theorem 2. There exists a justifiable solution.
Proof. To prove the existence, first observe that there exists at least one justifiable contract: the one
that makes the agent fully aware, although it may be suboptimal. Now, if the principal chooses the
optimal contract among those feasible contracts that are justifiable for him, as well, we then obtain a
justifiable solution according to the definition.
The idea of justifiable solution is similar to that of forward induction in game theory, as the player who
currently plays also reasons about the motivation of the player who has just played upon observing the
latter’s actions. Recall that forward induction requires each player to rationalize other players’ behaviors
and actively interpret the rationale for an unintended action ([7,8]). In our context, since the principal is
omniscient, but the agent is not fully aware, the idea of forward induction applies naturally to the agent,
rather than the principal. The agent’s reasoning upon receiving a contract alters what the principal is able
to offer. Moreover, this solution concept is extremely restrictive in that any contract is rejected by the
agent, as long as it does not qualify as justifiable. The agent’s unwillingness to accept a non-justifiable
contract follows from our assumption that inf uA (s) < uA .17
s∈S

It is worth mentioning that, in the agent’s mind, the principal believes that the agent simply gives
a best response to the contract (within the agent’s awareness). In other words, the agent believes that
the principal does not know that the agent can evaluate the justifiability of the contract. See also [5]
for a discussion of justifiability in a different context. Our notion of justifiability is in the same spirit
of the cognitive hierarchy (the generalized level-k thinking) discussed in [40]. More specifically, in
our subgame-perfect solution, as the agent decides whether to accept the contract or not only based
on her direct evaluation, her behavior can be interpreted as the optimal response of level-1 thinking.
Anticipating the agent’s response, the principal then designs the contract accordingly; this is in line
with level-2 thinking. In the justifiable solution, the agent investigates whether the contract offered
by the principal is indeed optimal from the principal’s perspective, which in spirit coincides with
level-3 thinking. Following this argument, we can then define the principal’s corresponding response
of optimal contract design as level-4. It is possible to extend our analysis to higher-level thinking, but
such an extension is not realistic, as suggested in [40], and also complicates the presentation of the
solution concepts.
So far, we have introduced two different solution concepts. In a subgame-perfect solution, the agent
takes the contract as given and updates her awareness passively. In a justifiable solution, the agent
rejects the contract whenever she thinks the principal does not offer the contract that is in the principal’s
best interest. These two solution concepts represent two extreme reactions from the agent’s side in
16
17

Note that in establishing Theorem 2, we adopt a totally different proof technique from [5].
If this assumption is violated, i.e., inf uA (s) > uA , the subgame-perfect solution suffices to be the appropriate solution
s∈S

concept, even if the agent is more sophisticated. In this sense, the forward induction step becomes unnecessary. The
assumption that the agent knows the worst case is reasonable in several situations, such as the zero return case in the
aforementioned investment example.
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reasoning the principal’s incentive. A natural question is whether there exist other solution concepts that
lie between the two extremes. This motivates our next solution concept.
3.4. Trap-Filtered Solution
In a justifiable solution, we assume that as long as the agent finds that the contract is not justifiable,
she believes that the principal is setting up a trap to take advantage of her, thereby rejecting the contract
immediately. In this sense, from the agent’s perspective, the principal is fully unreliable; on the other
hand, the agent completely trusts the principal’s rationality. This may appear to be a strong assumption
in some scenarios. For example, it is possible that the agent believes that this contract simply results
from the principal’s mistake. Researchers have documented experimental evidence that human beings
inevitably make mistakes while choosing among multiple options even if they are fully aware that some
options are better than others. A growing stream of literature relates this to the “future uncertainty” and
uses this to explain the “trembling-hand” behavior widely observed in the experiments. For example,
this is done in quantal response equilibrium in [9].
Our goal in this section is to incorporate this type of bounded rationality into the unawareness
framework. Formally, when the agent faces a contract, ψ(V ), that is not justifiable, she simply believes
that with probability, 1 − ρ it results from the principal’s mistake, and with probability, ρ, this contract is
a trap set up by the principal. We illustrate the determination of ρ in detail in Section 3.4.1. below. With
these probabilities, we can then express the agent’s expected utility upon observing a non-justifiable
contract, ψ(V ), as follows:
UAT (ψ(V )) ≡ ρZA + (1 − ρ)uVA (ψ(V )),
where ZA corresponds to the utility that the agent believes that she will obtain if the contract is a trap
and uVA (ψ(V )) is the agent’s utility after she updates her awareness and chooses the optimal strategies
accordingly.
As discussed before, this utility, ZA , can be set at some exogenous utility level the agent believes she
will obtain after observing a non-justifiable contract. As before, a convenient way to assign a value to
ZA is based on extreme pessimism, in which case ZA = inf uA (s) corresponds to the agent’s worst-case
s∈S

utility. While there are other good candidates for ZA that are less pessimistic, to fix ideas, in the sequel,
we choose ZA = inf uA (s) for ease of exposition.
s∈S

Given the agent’s belief about the principal’s behavior, the agent accepts the contract, ψ(V ), if the
following individual rationality constraint is satisfied:
UAT (ψ(V )) ≥ uA .

(IR-T)

We can now define an acceptable contract when the agent believes in the possibility of the principal’s
mistake and the corresponding solution concept.
Definition 6. A contract, ψ(V ), is trap-filtered if 1) it is justifiable or 2) it is feasible and IR-Tis
satisfied. A bundle, (ψ ∗ (V ∗ ), s∗ ), is a trap-filtered solution if the principal chooses V ∗ , ψ ∗ (V ∗ ) and
s∗ that maximize uP s.t. ψ(V ) is trap-filtered, and (ψ(V ), s) is coherent.
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The idea behind the trap-filtered contract is that the agent believes that the principal may cheat her
only if the contract is not justifiable. In such a scenario, a non-justifiable contract makes the agent
suspect whether it is indeed in the best interest of the principal, thereby giving rise to the second set of
condition. Note that neither condition is implied by the other: It is possible that a justifiable contract
does not satisfy IR-T, and a contract that satisfies condition IR-T need not be justifiable.
In Section 3.4.1., we provide an interpretation of this solution concept through a game with a
lexicographic probabilistic system by [41]. We can extend the proof of the existence of a justifiable
solution, in a straightforward manner, to guarantee the existence of a trap-filtered solution.
Theorem 3. There exists a trap-filtered solution.
Note that when ρ = 0, the agent is extremely confident that any non-justifiable contract should be
attributed to the principal’s mistake; she proceeds to update her awareness according to the contract
and determines her optimal strategies, and the trap-filtered solution degenerates to a subgame-perfect
solution. On the other hand, if ρ = 1, the agent believes that the principal never makes a mistake;
thus, whenever she sees a non-justifiable contract, she perceives it as a trap and the trap-filtered solution
coincides with a justifiable solution. Thus, the trap-filtered solution can be regarded as a broader family
of the solution concepts that incorporate the ones reported in the literature.
3.4.1. Interpretation of the Trap-Filtered Solution
One may wonder why the agent assigns a positive probability ρ to the event where this contract is a
trap only upon receiving a non-justifiable contract. We now provide a micro-foundation to interpret the
trap-filtered solution.18
Consider the following scenario. Suppose that from the agent’s viewpoint, there are two types of
principals: a normal one (with probability one) and a “crazy” one (with probability zero). The crazy
principal always makes a mistake (i.e., offering a non-justifiable contract). However, a normal principal
who is rational may intentionally set up a trap for the agent. There are also two types of games: the one
where the agent knows the game (with probability one) and the one the agent is unaware of something
(and, thus, does not know the actual game) (with probability zero). The agent is uncertain of the
principal’s type and her knowledge of the game, and the values of these two variables are independent.
Here, we use the lexicographic probabilistic system by [41]. First, the event that the principal is normal
is first-order, and the event of having a crazy principal is second-order. Second, the event that the agent
knows the game is first-order, and the event that the agent is unaware of the game is second-order.
Further, the event where the principal is crazy and the event in which the agent is unaware of something
are of the same order.
Formally, the state space consists of four states, ω1 , ω2 , ω3 and ω4 , which are differentiated by whether
the principal is normal or crazy and whether the agent is fully aware of the entire game. Specifically, let
ω1 represent the state in which the principal is normal and the agent knows the entire game; ω2 represents
the state in which the principal is normal and the agent is unaware of something; ω3 represents the state in
18

The interpretation automatically applies to the trap-filtered solution with cognition described below, as it can be seen as a
special case in which cognitive effort is infinitely costly.
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which the principal is crazy and the agent knows the entire game; finally, ω4 represents the state in which
the principal is crazy and the agent is unaware of something. Given the four states, the lexicographic
probabilistic system, µ = (p1 , p2 ), is as follows: p1 (ω1 ) = 1; p1 (ω2 ) = p1 (ω3 ) = 0; and p2 (ω2 ) = ρ;
p2 (ω3 ) = 1 − ρ. Put differently, in the terminology of [41], we have assumed that ω1 >µ ω2 and
ω1 >µ ω3 .
Thus, if the agent faces a justifiable contract, she believes that with probability one, she knows the
game and the principal is normal. However, conditional on a non-justifiable contract, the agent believes
that there is a trap with probability ρ, and it results from the principal’s mistake with probability 1 − ρ.
Therefore, the agent’s optimal behavior is exactly as described in the trap-filtered solution.19
3.5. Trap-Filtered Solution with Cognition
The trap-filtered solution has nicely synthesized all possible scenarios regarding how the agent
perceives the principal’s contract offer. Nevertheless, in all the aforementioned solution concepts,
the agent can only passively interpret the principal’s behavior and react accordingly, based on her
conservativeness and confidence. While this might be satisfactory in certain scenarios, it could also
be possible that the agent is able to “think” through the scenarios upon receiving a contract. Of course,
if the contract offer is justifiable, such cognitive effort does not benefit the agent, since there is no trap
with a probability of one, as we discussed above in Section 3.4.1.; however, if the principal indeed offers
a non-justifiable contract, thinking allows the agent to pull back from being trapped into a contract. As
in [10], such cognitive effort is typically costly, and the associated cost is implicit and frequently ignored
in classical contract theory. Our goal in this section is to incorporate the cognition into our contractual
framework with unawareness.
To formalize our ideas, we assume that the agent can afford to spend some resources to evaluate
whether a non-justifiable contract is due to the principal’s mistake or the agent’s lack of awareness. This
cognition stage arises after the principal has offered the contract, but before the agent decides whether to
accept the contract. The more the agent spends (after the contract is announced), the more likely she is
able to identify a contractual trap given that there is indeed a trap. Specifically, let c ∈ [0, 1] denote the
probability that the agent finds out that the contract is a trap (conditional on the event that it is indeed a
trap). The associated cost of cognitive effort is denoted by an increasing function, T (c).20 Note that even
though the agent actively thinks through the scenarios, it is still possible that the principal may trap the
agent via a non-justifiable contract (but less likely, due to the agent’s cognitive effort).21
19

20

21

An alternative interpretation is that the “crazy” principal exists with a positive probability, but the agent is initially
unaware of this event together with the event that he is unaware of actions. Upon observing a non-justifiable contract,
however, the agent becomes aware of both events. While this interpretation is natural, it entails the agent’s extra
unawareness of contingencies. Since we focus on the agent’s unawareness of actions in this paper, we tend to minimize
the agent’s bounded rationality in other aspects. Thus, we prefer to adopt the interpretation with the lexicographic
probabilistic system.
Note that it is innocuous to claim to incorporate cognition here. We abstract away from the detailed process of cognition.
Yet, the economically relevant effect of cognition is modeled by the reduced form of the cognition cost function.
Note that in the cognition stage, we have implicitly assumed that it is costless to determine whether or not a contract
is justifiable. In this sense, the cost of information processing in this regard is omitted. In principle, it is possible
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With the addition of the cognition stage, the modified sequence of events is as follows. (1) The
principal proposes a contract, ψ(V ). (2) Upon receiving the contract, the agent (costlessly) evaluates
whether the contract is justifiable. (3) If the contract is justifiable, the agent spends no cognitive cost and
determines directly whether to accept the contract; if the contract is non-justifiable, the agent makes the
cognitive effort to evaluate whether the contract is a trap or simply a principal’s mistake. (4) After the
cognition stage, if the agent figures out that a non-justifiable contract is a trap, she refuses to sign the
contract, and the game ends immediately; if, based on her cognitive effort, the agent thinks it is more
likely to be the principal’s mistake, she then determines whether to accept the contract.22 (5) Finally, if
the contract is accepted, the principal and the agent make their decisions and obtain their utilities.
Let us articulate how the agent decides whether to accept the contract. Suppose that the agent decides
to bear the cognitive cost, T (c), upon observing a non-justifiable contract. Then, with probability 1 − ρ,
the agent believes that this comes entirely from the principal’s mistake. In this case, she obtains utility
uVA (ψ(V )) upon accepting the contract. With probability ρc, the agent figures out that the contract is an
intentional trap. To be consistent with the scenarios discussed earlier, we assume that the agent rejects
the contract if she thinks it is a trap and obtains her reservation utility, uA . Finally, with probability
ρ(1 − c), the agent cannot figure out the trap and attaches ex ante the utility, inf uA (s), to such an event.
s∈S

The agent’s pre-cognition expected utility is:
UAC (c, ψ(V )) ≡ ρcuA + ρ(1 − c) inf uA (s) + (1 − ρ)uVA (ψ(V )) − T (c).
s∈S

This determines the optimal cognitive effort spending as follows:
c∗ (ψ(V )) ∈ arg max UAC (c, ψ(V )),
c∈[0,1]

and the corresponding optimal expected utility is:
UAC (ψ(V )) ≡ UAC (c∗ (ψ(V )), ψ(V )).
The agent will accept a non-justifiable contract, ψ(V ), if and only if the following pre-cognition
individual rationality constraint holds:
UAC (ψ(V )) ≥ uA .

(IR-C)

Note also that cognitive effort allows the agent to determine whether to accept the contract after the
cognition stage. We can also write down the post-cognition individual rationality constraint (after the
cognition stage). It requires that:
ρ(1 − c)
1−ρ
inf uA (s) +
uV (ψ(V )) ≥ uA .
ρ(1 − c) + 1 − ρ s∈S
ρ(1 − c) + 1 − ρ A

22

(IR-C2)

that evaluating the details of the contract to verify its justifiability also requires the agent to spend cognitive effort, as
demonstrated in [42]. However, determining whether to evaluate each step itself may then require the agent to spend her
own cognitive effort, and determining whether to determine to evaluate each step may again require cognitive effort. This
leads to endless iterations and distracts attention from the main issues of this paper.
This is different from [10] in that cognitive effort occurs when the contract is not justifiable, whereas in [10], the agent
exerts cognitive effort only when the agent’s eyes are not opened. In essence, a non-justifiable contract and non-eyeopening information play the same role in the situations where something may go wrong for the agent. However, our
formulation allows the possibility of seeing a “too-good-to-be-true” contract that would never occur in [10].
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In IR-C2, ρ(1 − c) + 1 − ρ is the probability that the agent does not find any evidence of the contractual
ρ(1−c)
1−ρ
and ρ(1−c)+1−ρ
are the conditional probabilities that a non-justifiable contract is
trap, and ρ(1−c)+1−ρ
indeed a trap or a result of the principal’s mistake, respectively.
Because IR-C implicitly assumes that the agent will accept the contract ex post, it is straightforward
to obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4. IR-C implies IR-C2.
We can now introduce the solution concept with cognition.
Definition 7. A contract, ψ(V ), is trap-filtered with cognition if it is justifiable or it is feasible and IR-C
holds. A bundle, (ψ ∗ (V ∗ ), s∗ , c∗ ), is a trap-filtered solution with cognition if the principal chooses V ∗ ,
ψ ∗ (V ∗ ) and s∗ that maximize {c∗ up + (1 − c∗ )uP (s)} s.t. ψ(V ) is trap-filtered with cognition, (ψ(V ), s)
is coherent, c∗ = 0 if ψ(V ) is justifiable and c∗ ∈ arg maxc0 ∈[0,1] UAC (c0 , ψ(V )), otherwise.
Along the lines of Section 3.4.1. , there are two types of principals: a normal one and a “crazy” one,
and a normal principal may intentionally set up a trap for the agent. Thus, in the definition of the
trap-filtered solution with cognition, the normal principal intends to choose V ∗ , ψ ∗ (V ∗ ) and s∗
that maximize:
c∗ up + (1 − c∗ )uP (s),
where the term, c∗ up , corresponds to the case in which the cognitive effort is effective (which occurs
with probability c∗ ), and the second term corresponds to the case in which the agent accepts the contract
and makes the optimal actions accordingly. In response to the potential contractual trap from the normal
principal, the agent exerts the optimal cognitive effort to figure out whether there is a contractual trap.
Upon receiving a non-justifiable contract, in the agent’s mind, there is a distinction between two cases:
(1) the principal makes a mistake (which occurs with probability 1 − ρ); and (2) the principal indeed sets
up a trap, but the agent fails to catch it (with probability ρ(1 − c)).
Note that in this formulation, the cognitive effort can take an arbitrary value in the interval, [0, 1].
This implies that the game is no longer finite. Nevertheless, a finite game is sufficient to show that a
trap-filtered solution with cognition exists. As we demonstrate in Section 4, a trap-filtered solution with
cognition may still exist, even if the strategy space is not finite. In general, if T is weakly convex and
continuous, we can follow the arguments in [43–45] to establish the existence of a trap-filtered solution
with cognition. We highlight this result below.
Theorem 5. There exists a trap-filtered solution with cognition.
3.6. Payoff Ordering for the Principal
We have introduced a sequence of solution concepts that assume different degrees of rationality and
cognitive ability on the agent. We now check if the principal’s payoff can be ordered according to the
solution concepts. It is clear that the subgame-perfect solution gives the principal the highest payoff,
because it requires only the feasibility of the contract; thus, it imposes the weakest constraint for the
principal’s problem. In contrast, the justifiable solution generates the lowest payoff of the principal,
since justifiability of the contract is necessary, whereas it is only sufficient in all other solution concepts.
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Thus, the principal’s payoffs in the other two solution concepts are in between. Notice that the principal’s
payoff in the trap-filtered solution with cognition must be (weakly) lower than that without cognition.
This is because one can interpret the trap-filtered solution as an extreme case of that with cognition when
cognition is infinitely costly. Thus, the trap-filtered solution with cognition entails a (weakly) higher
probability of rejection of the contract for each contract, thereby hurting the principal’s profit. This gives
rise to the following theorem.
Theorem 6. The principal’s payoff ordering according to the solution concepts is: subgame-perfect
solution  trap-filtered solution  trap-filtered solution with cognition  justifiable solution.
4. Contractual Traps: A Numerical Example
In this section, we demonstrate the differences among these solution concepts via a numerical
example.
Problem descriptions. In this example, both parties have two dimensions of strategies. The first
dimension action set, A1i , is a singleton, {a1i }, that consists of a usual action of the party i. The agent is,
however, unaware of the second dimension of actions. For simplicity, let us assume that A2A = {0, 1}
and A2P = {0, 2} , and the default actions are a2P = a2A = 0. The alternative actions, a2P = 2 and a2A = 1,
are the unforeseen actions for the agent. In our notation, W = {A1P , A1A } , since the agent is only aware
of the usual actions of both parties in the first dimension.
To visualize this example, suppose that a principal (employer) intends to hire an agent (potential
employee). We can interpret the first dimension as the typical reception from the principal as he
negotiates with the agent. In the second dimension, the agent’s choice (if she is aware) is between a
status quo contract and a novel contract, and the principal’s corresponding action is whether to provide
the on-campus faculty housing in the employment contract. In the seasoned faculty hire case (such as an
advanced assistant professor’s move), the status quo contract may be a tenure-track assistant professor
with a typical startup package that includes the on-campus faculty housing option. The novel contract
can be a specially-arranged untenured associate professor position. The agent’s default action (a2A = 0)
is to choose a status quo contract, and the principal’s default action (a2P = 0) is to provide the faculty
housing. Further, assume that the principal must provide the faculty housing in the status quo contract,
but he is able to remove it from the novel contract.23 The alternative action, a2A = 1, corresponds to the
case in which the agent chooses a novel contract, and a2P = 2 corresponds to the principal’s decision to
remove the faculty housing option from the novel contract. This saves the principal’s cost, but reduces
the agent’s utility upon joining.
Given the two dimensions of actions, the actual utilities of the principal and the agent are, respectively,
uP = a1P a1A − a2A + a2A a2P and uA = a1P a1A + a2A − a2A a2P . Since A1i is a singleton, we can conveniently
assume that the default (regular) actions are both one (i.e., a1P = a1A = 1). After these substitutions, we
obtain that uP = 1 − a2A + a2A a2P and uA = 1 + a2A − a2A a2P . Let the reservation utilities of them be
23

Housing options are rather subtle in various schools in Hong Kong and Singapore, where the housing market is extremely
expensive. Our assumption ensures that if the principal intends to set up a trap, he can only do so upon introducing the
novel contract. If the principal is also allowed to remove the faculty housing secretly from a status quo contract, the trap
could appear in all scenarios.
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uP = δ and uA = 1 (which correspond to the situation in which no trade occurs). Note that in order to
guarantee that the principal always intends to induce the agent’s participation, we require that δ < 0.
Subgame-perfect solution. Let us first consider the scenario in which the principal does not
announce any new actions (the option of signing a novel contract) to the agent, i.e., V = ∅. In such
a scenario, the agent can only decide between signing the status quo contract (a2A = 0) and simply
walking away. Given this, since the principal cannot remove the faculty housing option, the principal’s
action affects neither the agent nor the principal himself. Therefore, choosing a2P = 0 is the principal’s
best response, and as a result, both the principal and the agent obtain a utility of one.
Now suppose that the principal informs the agent of the possibility of choosing the novel contract (i.e,
V = {A2A }); the agent is then aware of this new dimension and, therefore, makes the decision optimally
based on her perceived utility. In this case, since the principal does not disclose his own action set, A2P
(that he may remove the faculty housing option), under the subgame-perfect solution, the agent continues
to (subconsciously) believe that the principal will provide the faculty housing option (a2P = 0). Thus,
A2
from the agent’s perspective, her perceived utility is uAA = 1 + a2A . The corresponding best response is
to choose a2A = 1, and in the agent’s mind, she should obtain a perceived utility of two.
We now turn to the principal’s problem. By backward induction, the principal perfectly foresees the
agent’s action, a2A = 1. Consequently, his (actual) utility becomes uP = a2P , and thus, his optimal
strategy is to choose a2P = 2. From the above discussion:
(ψ(V ), s) = ((a1P , a1A , 1), (a1P , 2, a1A , 1))
is the unique subgame-perfect solution. The principal proposes the novel contract for the agent, but does
not mention the possibility of removing the faculty housing option. Notably, this solution concept gives
rise to a utility of two for the principal, but an actual utility 1 + a2A − a2A a2P = 0 for the agent, whereas
in the agent’s mind, the supposed utility is two rather than zero. In this sense, the contract, ψ(V ), with
V = {A2A } is a contractual trap for the agent. The agent takes the lure of the novel contract and, thus,
is willing to choose a2A = 1. The principal then takes advantage of the agent by removing the faculty
housing option (a2P = 2).
Justifiable solution. The discussion above demonstrates how a contractual trap can be implemented,
even if the agent is fully naive (and suffers from her lack of awareness). We next apply the idea of
justifiability to this example. When the agent is sophisticated, she may feel that the novel contract is
“too-good-to-be-true”. This is because, in the agent’s mind, if A2A were not specified in the contract,
A2
the principal would receive utility uP A = 1. However, the contract with V = {A2A } offers the agent an
opportunity to choose an action, a2A , which benefits the agent herself, but might hurt the principal as the
A2
principal receives utility uP A = 0. Thus the contract in the subgame-perfect solution is not justifiable.
Note that from the agent’s perspective, the principal’s utility crucially depends on the offered contract.
When V = ∅, the agent believes that uP = 1; when V = {A2A }, it becomes uP = 1 − a2A ; when
V = {A2P , A2A }, the perceived utility becomes uP = 1 − a2A + a2A a2P . Note that inf uA (s) = 0 < 1 =
s∈S

uA . Thus, the agent will indeed reject this non-justifiable contract.
Trap-filtered solution. Next, we assume that the agent believes that the non-justifiable contract
(regarding the novel contract) may result from the principal’s mistake (with probability 1 − ρ). It follows
from straightforward algebra that the contract with V = {A2A } is a trap-filtered solution when ρ ≤ 21 .
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When the probability of the principal’s mistake is high, upon receiving a non-justifiable contract, the
agent is more inclined to interpret it as a mistake and, consequently, accepts the contract with V = {A2A }
although it is too-good-to-be-true. In other words, the principal sets a trap only when the agent believes
that the non-justifiability of the contract is more likely due to the principal’s mistake rather than a trap.
This coincides with our intuition: in a society where contractual traps are not common, the agent is more
inclined to accept non-justifiable contracts. On the principal’s side, the normal principal is (weakly)
better off for a higher ρ, as the trap is easier to implement, because the principal may receive a utility of
two rather than one (the utility given a smaller ρ).
Trap-filtered solution with cognition. Finally, we introduce the cognitive effort. When confronted
with two options to choose from (the existing and the new contract), if the agent goes through the
cognition stage, she may be able to come up with effective ways to evaluate whether a trap is hidden in
the contract. The outcome of the agent’s cognitive effort in this case would eliminate the possibility of a
trap, because it forces the principal to fully specify the contract for the new contract.
To demonstrate our idea, we let T (c) = 21 c2 for simplicity. Following the definition of the trap-filtered
solution with cognition, the agent accepts the contract only if:


1 2
max ρc + 2(1 − ρ) − c ≥ 1,
c≥0
2
√
that is, ρ ≤ 2 − 2 ≈ 0.58579, which is greater than the previous cutoff value, 0.5.24 Since the agent’s
ability to exert cognitive effort allows her to reject a contract after the cognition stage, it is conceivable
that she can more likely afford to accept the contract (i.e., with a higher ρ compared to the case without
the cognitive effort), and the agent should obtain a higher expected utility. We further find c = ρ, i.e.,
the more likely there is a trap, the more effort the agent exerts in cognition.
In the presence of the cognition stage, the principal sets up a trap only if 2(1 − c) + cδ ≥ 1, that is,
ρ(2 − δ) ≤ 1. This also has an intuitive interpretation. When the principal’s outside utility (δ) is low,
he is severely punished by the agent’s non-participation once the contractual trap is caught. Thus, the
principal’s incentive to set a contractual trap declines as δ becomes lower. As in the case without the
cognition stage, we also observe that the possibility of setting a contractual trap is higher when the agent
is more convinced that this results from the principal’s mistake (ρ is low).
To summarize, if the agent is able to exert cognitive effort, (ψ(V ), s) = ((a1P , a1A , 1), (a1P , 2, a1A , 1))
is a trap-filtered solution with cognition if ρ(2 − δ) ≤ 1 and ρ ≤ 0.58579. Note that in this example,
the support of the cognitive effort is continuous rather than finite. However, a trap-filtered solution with
cognition still exists.
In this example, we observe that the principal is able to exploit the agent by offering a non-justifiable
contract when the agent passively updates her unawareness, but such an exploitation becomes impossible
when the agent is able to reason how the principal fares upon offering such a “too-good-to-be-true”
contract. Further, if the agent may interpret the non-justifiable contract as a principal’s mistake, this
24

Note that this result is quite general in the sense that it does not depend on the particular cost function, T (c), we employed.
Let T (0) = 0. Since the agent accepts the contract if max {ρc + 2(1 − ρ) − T (c)} ≥ 1, i.e., ρc∗ − T (c∗ ) ≥ 2ρ − 1 where
c≥0

c∗ is the optimal level of cognition and ρc∗ − T (c∗ ) ≥ 0 (otherwise, the agent chooses the zero cognition level), we have
that the cutoff value of ρ being greater than 0.5.
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exploitation is more likely to occur when the contractual traps are less common. The ability of cognition
allows the agent to escape from a potential contractual trap sometimes, and the agent exerts more
cognitive effort when the trap is more likely to happen.
5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we provide a general contracting framework to investigate strategic interactions in the
presence of unawareness, reasoning and cognition and propose several solution concepts in various
degrees of the agent’s sophistication. These solution concepts are well suited in various economic
contexts that involve the contracting parties’ unawareness, bounded rationality, psychological effect and
cognition. The primary message we intend to convey in this paper is to demonstrate the possibility of
incorporating unawareness, reasoning and cognition in a single framework. This general framework
certainly has its own limitations; however, due to its simplicity, we open up a number of possible
extensions for other economic contexts of interest. For example, we abstract away from the renegotiation
problem in the post-contracting stage. Nevertheless, if an agent figures out that the principal’s contract
is non-justifiable, it is conceivable that the two contracting parties may attempt to communicate and
renegotiate the contract. In such a scenario, alternative solution concepts may be proposed, and it would
be intriguing to see whether this renegotiation stage influences the agent’s response to the contract offer
and how the principal designs the optimal contract.
Our focus on the monopolistic principal’s optimal contract design problem may be a bit excessive.
In certain situations, it is possible that multiple principals, either homogeneous or heterogeneous in
terms of their awareness and preferences, may compete in hiring an unaware agent. Thus, the agent’s
awareness in the post-contractual stage is jointly determined by the contracts offered by these principals
with conflicting interests. Another possible extension is to introduce multiple agents with heterogeneous
degrees/dimensions of unawareness. The interesting question in this alternative setting is whether the
principal intends to offer secret/private contracts to these agents, and if so, whether the agents have an
incentive to communicate with each other after receiving the principal’s offers.
In this paper, we focus on the one-shot transaction between the principal and the agent. However,
in many practical situations, these contracting parties may interact in multiple rounds. While extended
to the multiple-round (repeated) setting, the optimal contract design in this principal-agent relationship
becomes more sophisticated. It has been well-documented that in a dynamic contracting environment,
the ratchet effect and the commitment problem significantly complicate the optimal contract design. In
our framework, we impose, on top of those difficulties, the additional strategic concerns of how much
information to disclose through the contract offers over time and how much information the agent is
able to infer/reason/think about given the sequence of proposed contracts. Finally, given the principal’s
incentive to offer the contractual trap and the agent’s (wasteful) effort on cognition, it might be welfare
improving if a benevolent third party is introduced to control the information flow. While our framework
certainly provides some preliminary exercise, thorough studies on social welfare, efficiency and fairness
are needed in order to provide a general picture and are left for future research.
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